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INDONESIAN-JAVANESE STUDENTS’ PRONUNCIATION OF

ENGLISH MONOPHTHONGS

(A Case Study of Students of English Debating Club of SMK N 7 Yogyakarta)

ABSTRACT

Non native English speakers may find difficulties in pronouncing English sounds.
The problem of non native English speakers of Indonesian-Javanese is the
difference between English vowel inventory and Indonesian-Javanese vowel
inventories. This research aims to describe how Indonesian-Javanese students of
SMK 7 Yogyakarta pronouncing English monophthong vowels, to explain the
factors that affect their pronunciation, and to identify the sound changes. This
research is descriptive qualitative. This research data is obtained through
observation, interview, and documentation. The Analysis of this research uses
theory of Phonetics and Phonology of English, Indonesian, and Javanese. This
research finds three conclusions. First, the English monophthong vowels are
pronounced correctly and incorrectly by the Indonesian-Javanese students.
Second, the factors for their correct pronunciation are the influence of familiarity
of English borrowing words and the frequency of use English words in class,
whereas the factors of their incorrect pronunciation are the rapid speech,
unawareness of correct pronunciation, the influence of Indonesian allophonic
rules, the influence of the familiar Indonesian words, lost of stress, stress
displacement, and the confusion in differentiating British or American accents.
Third, the sound changes found in their pronunciation are long vowel shortening,
the lowering, centralizing, and heightening of vowels, and anaptyxis.

Keywords: monophthong vowel pronunciation, sound changes, vowel inventory,
allophonic rules
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INDONESIAN-JAVANESE STUDENTS’ PRONUNCIATION OF

ENGLISH MONOPHTHONGS

(A Case Study of Students of English Debating Club of SMK N 7 Yogyakarta)

ABSTRAK

Bukan penutur asli bahasa Inggris mungkin merasa kesulitan melafalkan bunyi
bahasa Inggris. Salah satu permasalahanya adalah dikarenakan perbedaan dari
perbendaharaan vokal bahasa Inggris dengan bahasa lain seperti dalam kasus
penelitian ini adalah perbendaharaaan vokal di bahasa Indonesia-Jawa. Penelitian
ini bertujuan untuk  mendeskrisipsikan bagaimana siswa klub debat bahasa
Inggris SMK N 7 Yogyakarta melafalkan bunyi vokal tunggal bahasa Inggris,
menjelaskan faktor yang berkaitan dengan pelafalan bunyinya, dan
mengidentifikasi perubahan suaranya. Penelitian ini menggunakan metode
deskriptik kualitatif. Data penelitian ini dikumpulkan melalui observasi,
wawancara, dan dokumentasi. Penelitian ini dianilisis menggunakan teori Fonetik
dan Fonologi bahasa Inggris, bahasa Indoesia, dan bahasa Jawa. Penelitian ini
menemukan tiga buah kesimpulan. Pertama adalah pelafalan bunyi vokal
monoftong bahasa Inggris yang sebagian dilafalkan benar dan salah oleh siswa
Indonesia-Jawa dalam klub debat bahasa Inggris. Kedua adalah terdapat faktor
yang mempengaruhi pelafalan benar yaitu adanya kesamaan perbendaharaan kata
pinjam dari bahasa Inggris dalam bahasa Indonesia dan kebiasaan dalam
pembelajaran, selain itu faktor yang mempengaruhi pelafalan yang salah adalah
lafal cepat, ketidak telitian, pengaruh peraturan alofon bahasa Indonesia, aksen
yang hilang, salah penempatan aksen, kebingungan dalam membedakan aksen
Inggris dan Amerika. Ketiga adalah perubahan suara diantaranya pemendekan,
penurunan, penengahan, peninggian vokal, dan yang terakhir adalah kasus
swarabakti vokal.

Kata kunci : Pelafalan vokal tunggal, perubahan suara, perbendaharaan vokal,
aturan alofon
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of Study

Language is a means of communication. People communicate using their

languages. Language is used to convey the message. There are many languages

spoken in this world. People need to communicate one another with a language as

they should use the same language in order to give the same understanding for the

conveyed messages. That is why people from different countries need to have

lingua franca or international language.

English is a lingua franca and an international language which is used

almost all over the world. English is varied into several important accents such as

British English accent, American English accent and Australian English accent.

Yet, there are still other kinds of the accents of English that may point out or

characterize the people’s origin. Qur’an, Surah Al Hujurah :13 states ;

O mankind! We created you from a single (pair) of a male and a female, and

made you into nations and tribes, that ye may know each other (not that ye may
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despise (each other). Verily the most honored of you in the sight of Allah (he who

is) the most righteous of you. And Allah has full knowledge and is well acquainted

(with all things) (Ali, 2001:1342-1343).

The verse tells that people in this world created with different kinds of

nations and tribes including the languages. The languages may show people’s

nationality. The dialects and accents in the languages could be the indicators of

people’s origin. English has standard accent which is called RP (Received

Pronunciation). English is not a native language of Indonesian yet English

becomes a main subject curriculum taught in Indonesian schools. Indonesian

schools mostly include English as the main lesson in their curriculum and English

also becomes one of national examination subject in high schools.

Indonesian-Javanese students may have problems in pronouncing the

English words especially when their native languages do not have the same vowel

inventories. For example English vowel inventory has vowel // whereas

Indonesian-Javanese vowel inventories do not have this vowel. Besides, English

vowel inventory has long vowels such as //; //; //; //; and // whereas

Indonesian-Javanese vowel inventories do not have long vowels. This research

chooses the native students like Indonesian-Javanese students whose their native

languages have different vowel inventories from English vowel inventories. This

research takes the subject of students in English debating club of SMK N 7

Yogyakarta who are mostly Indonesian-Javanese students. English debating club

in SMK N 7 Yogyakarta is a new extracurricular class since 2012. The students in
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English debating club of SMK N 7 Yogyakarta are selected by the school

committee. The Indonesian-Javanese students in this English Debating club have

relatively good English basic speaking skill and they have confidence to deliver

the speech in public. This club had won twice in the first place of regional

competition in the year 2012 and 2013 and this club achieved two nomination

awards of best speakers in English debating competition. That is why it becomes

an interesting subject for this research. This research is to show how the students

in this club actually speak whether they make correct or incorrect pronunciation

on their English debating speech.

English debating competition is the annual competition held by Indonesian

education department. The English debating competition is held for different

categories of high schools including for vocational high school. Every vocational

high school in Yogyakarta is obliged to send one team which consists of three

student debaters. Those three students have their own speaker’s role as the first

speaker, the second speaker, third speaker, and the reply speaker. The first winner

of regional English debating competition would join national English debating

competition. In English debating competition, there are found several kinds of

pronunciation accent of English as there are many student debaters from all parts

of Indonesia. Indonesian-Javanese student debaters have their own characterized

pronunciation which is interesting to be analyzed in this research.

The students in English debating club of SMK N 7 Yogyakarta are

encouraged to make debating speeches according to the topics and to deliver their

ideas or opinion about the cases related to the topics. Their speech pronunciation
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points out the character of Indonesian-Javanese accent. As their characterized

pronunciation, this research focuses on the English monophthong vowel

pronunciation of Indonesian-Javanese students. This research explains

Indonesian-Javanese students’ monophthong pronunciation since there are

differences between English vowel inventory and Indonesian-Javanese vowel

inventories. So, this research finds the vowel sound changes on the Indonesian-

Javanese student’s pronunciation. This research aims to describe the English

monophthong vowel pronunciation of Indonesian-Javanese students. Other

previous researches were done only on the consonant sound changes and

diphthong vowels as the research objects. Thus, this research would be the first

research that focuses on the English monophthong vowels as the object of the

research. Better English monophthong vowel pronunciation may be important to

produce better pronunciation.

1.2 Research Questions

Based on the background of this research, there are three questions

formulated for this research as follow:

1. How do students of English debating club of SMKN 7 Yogyakarta

pronounce English monophthong vowels in their speech?

2. What are factors affecting their pronunciation of the vowels?

3. What are the vowel sound changes found in their speech?
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1.3 Objectives of Study

This research primarily analyzes the English vowel sound pronunciation of

Javanese debating students in SMKN 7 Yogyakarta. This research is to describe

their pronunciation of monophthong vowels in English words and to explain the

factors that influence their pronunciation. It is also to identify and describe the

sound changes in their English vowel pronunciation.

1.4 Significances of Study

Practically, this research can be used as a reference for English teaching, a

learning of English pronunciation especially for Indonesian-Javanese students,

some points to be considered for teacher, and as a reference for other researchers

who want to do a research on English vowel monophthong pronunciation.

Theoretically, it contributes kinds of sound changes affected by foreign accent as

it is the monophthong vowel sound changes at the case of Indonesian-Javanese

students.

1.5 Literature Review

There are several previous researches about Javanese student

pronunciation. In this paper, it would be three previous researches to discuss. The

first previous research is the UNS journal article by Malikatul Laila, a lecturer in

Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta, Post graduate student of Linguistics

Department, UNS. The journal article is entitled “Pronunciation quality of
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Javanese of ESL Students in Producing the English Sound” (A Case Study of

Javanese Student of ESL in Tertiary Level). The research question is how

Javanese ESL students shift their articulation in producing the English sounds.

The data in this research are speech in the forms of linguistic elements: words,

phrases, and sentences which include the sound shifts and which are transcribed

phonetically to get to know the Javanese ESL students’ real pronunciation of

English sounds. The data are collected by observation and participant interview

methods. The conclusions are the pronunciation shifts produced by Javanese ESL

students focus on the movement from one point of articulation to the adjacent one

as viewed from the impressionistic articulatory phonetics. The intelligibility level

of Native Speaker of English (NSE) or Foreign Speaker of English (FSE)  in

perceiving Javanese ESL students’ pronunciation of English sounds is 53, 8%, or

in the category of good.

The second previous research is from Sulistyaningrum, a student of

English Department, UGM. The title of her thesis is “Variations of English

Pronunciation and Errors Made by English Department Students Year 2012

Faculty of Cultural Sciences Universitas Gadjah Mada”. Her research questions

are whether there are any difficulties of Indonesian learners in English

pronunciation, how Indonesian learners pronounce English words related to

diphthongs, and what factors contributed the errors. The technique of collecting

data is recording in PPB (pusat pelatihan bahasa) with the method of snowball

sampling. There are 25 students of English Department students who are the

participants and the data were transcribed into a phonetic transcription. Her
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research is focused on the English diphthongs. Her study shows that Indonesian

learners in the English department did not have any difficulties in terms of

pronunciation relating to 4 diphthongs. The writer concludes that there are 4

factors that contribute the errors in the pronunciation.

The first factor is that the learners rarely hear, use, and practice

pronouncing the words. The second factor is the differences between English

spelling and pronunciation. There are discrepancies between the actual sounds of

English with the orthography, the graphic symbols or letters used in writing. The

third factor is the differences between the number of diphthongs that Indonesian

and English have. The fourth factor is that there are differences between English

and American pronunciation especially in the diphthongs // and // that

contributes to the pronunciation.

The journal article by M. Arif Rahman Hakim from State College for

Islamic Studies (STAIN) Bengkulu, Indonesia is entitled “An Analysis of

Phonetics /b/, /d/, /g/, /j/, /dʒ/ and /ð/ as in English Pronunciation for Java Students

at English Department on STAIN Bengkulu Academic Year 2011-2012”. This

research is about the consonant sound changes. This research uses descriptive

qualitative method and the data of this research were collected by using a record

player. There are three research questions for this research and those are all about

how strong the influence of that phonetics is when they pronounce it, whether it

influences the meaning of the sentence, and does the stress on pronunciation

changes the sounds.
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The conclusion of this research shows that the female students’ ability to

eliminate the Javanese accent on their pronunciation is better than the male

students. The analysis shows for 30 people of Javanese students in English

Department of the Bengkulu STAIN respondent of the study, there are 13 male

students or equal to 100 % still use a Javanese accent emphasis when they speak

English. Whereas the female students, from the total of 17 female students who

became respondents, 15 people or 88,24 still show the Javanese accent when they

speak English, while for the rest  which is 2 people or 11, 76 %, they can

eliminate the Javanese accent on their pronunciation.

These three previous researches have good points in analyzing the factors

which are related to the pronunciation produced by non native English speakers of

Indonesian-Javanese. The first research has detailed information about

pronunciation shift and the pronunciation accuracy, yet this research does not

explain any sound changes on the research finding in detail. The second research

finds the factors of the error pronunciation of the English diphthongs of

Indonesian students and the third research is about the finding of the consonant

sound changes of Javanese students and this research would be good when it

clearly explained using the theory of phonetics and phonology of both language of

English and Indonesian. However, this research provides more detailed

explanation about Indonesian-Javanese English student debaters’ pronunciation

such as the sound changes especially they produce on its monophthong vowel

pronunciation of Javanese students. This research would be the first research that

focuses on monophthong vowels pronunciation. It will be clearly explained using
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the theory of phonetics and phonology of those three languages of Indonesian,

Javanese, and English.

1.6 Theoretical Approach

Cruttenden says in his book entitled Gimson’s Pronunciation of English

that phonetics is the study of the sounds in languages which “concerns the

concrete characteristics (articulatory, acoustics, auditory) of the sounds used in

languages” and phonology is the study of “how sounds function in systemic way

in a particular language” (Cruttenden, 2001:6). Phonology is also the study about

different sounds which have different meanings (Ladefoged, 2011: 33).

This research will use phonetics and phonology of English, Indonesian,

and Javanese to analyze the data transcription. Phonetics is used to explain the

sounds and phonology is used to explain the characterization of the sounds.

Phonetics and phonology are the studies about speech sound.

1.7 Method of Research

1.7.1 Type of Research

This research is a field research and a library research. The field research

is by doing an observation and interview on the real participants at the case study

of English debating speech. It uses purposive sampling since the students are

chosen based on three different levels of English pronunciation from low,

medium, and normal according to the information of their English teacher in their

school. Purposive sampling is used for obtaining the data which is not based on
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any strata, area, or random yet it is based on a purpose (Arikunto, 2013:183). The

library research is done to support the analysis by providing standard

pronunciation from Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 3rd Edition

Software © IDM S.A., France 2008.

1.7.2 Data Source

The main data of this research are the pronunciation of the English words

by Javanese students of English debating class in SMK N 7 Yogyakarta. The

students are selected according to their pronunciation level skill as those three

students are qualified into low, medium, and normal in pronunciation level skill.

The supporting data are the standard pronunciation taken from Cambridge

Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 3rd Edition Software © IDM S.A., France 2008.

1.7.3 Collecting Data Technique

The data is collected by observation, interview, and documentation. Here

are the steps of doing this research:

a. choosing 3 Javanese students in English debating club of SMK

N7 Yogyakarta as the representatives of the population;

b. observing by recording the debating speeches of 3 Javanese

students;

c. transcribing the data recorded;
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d. interviewing the participants by questioning them related to the

English monophthong pronunciation in their debating speech

recorded;

e. documenting the standard pronunciation of the words as the

comparative data from Cambridge Advanced Learner’s

Dictionary 3rd Edition Software © IDM S.A., France 2008.

1.7.4 Data Analyzing Technique

The data will be analyzed by:

a. identifying the quality of the vowel changes produced by the

participants;

b. describing their pronunciation;

c. explaining the factor affecting the students’ pronunciation;

d. classifying the sound changes;

e. drawing conclusion;

1.8 Paper Organization

This research paper is divided into four chapters. The first chapter is

introduction. There are background of study, research questions, objectives of

study, the significances of study, literature review, theoretical approach, method

of research, and paper organization. The second chapter is theory. The third

chapter is discussion. The fourth chapter is conclusion and suggestion.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

4.1 Conclusion

This research conclusion would be for three main findings of the analysis

based on the three research questions. First, there are some monophthong vowels

of some words in their English debating speeches which are pronounced correctly

and some others which are pronounced incorrectly. The monophthongs which are

usually pronounced correctly are //; //; //; //; //; // and // whereas those

usually pronounced incorrectly are //; //; //; /u/; //.

Second, their correct and incorrect pronunciations of the English

monophthong vowels are affected by different factors. Their correct

pronunciation is affected by the influence of familiarity due to their existence as

Indonesian borrowing words from English and their frequency of use in their

English class learning and preaching. Their incorrect pronunciation is affected by

the rapid speech, unawareness of correct pronunciation, the influence of

Indonesian allophonic rules, the influence of the familiar Indonesian words, lost

of stress, stress displacement, and the confusion in differentiating British and

American accents.

Third, five sound changes are found in the pronunciation of English

monophthong vowels. The first is the shortening of English long monophthong as

// becomes //, and // becomes //. The second is lowering English

monophthong vowels in closed syllables, as found in the word speaker //
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pronounced as // and the word field // pronounced as //  The third

is the vowel insertion of vowel // or it is called svarabhakti or anaptyxis as

found in the word gentleman // pronounced into / /.

The fourth is the centering vowel sounds of // (this English monophthong vowel

is pronounced into // and //). The fifth is heightening vowel sound of // which

is pronounced as // by Indonesian-Javanese students in some cases.

4.2 Suggestion

The next researchers are suggested to conduct the research further about

the other vowel changes and supra segmental sounds of non native speakers of

English. The next researches should be completed with the factors affected the

vowel changes and explained using the theory of sociolinguistic and

phonological interference.
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APPENDIX I

THE PHONEMIC AND PHONETICS TRANSCRIPTION

The Phonemic Transcription of Student 1

Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen and the honorable adjudicators.

Thanks for the time that given to us. We are from the affirmative team. I am as the

second speaker will give background and definition about olympic and

paralympic should be held together. Olympic is quadrennial international sporting

event to competition into sports summer and winter and involving thousands of

athletes. While the paralympic games is a major international multi sport event,

involving athletes with a range of physical disabilities. Paralympic athletes are

athletes who have great  courage. They’re able fight weakness turn it into an

ability. Ability that they get with hard work. The ability that able to exceed usual

athletes. So, I agreement if olympic and paralympic should be held together.

Because this activity will make an athletes with a range of physical disabilities

will feel much appreciated and is considered the same. If they could, why not? I

think they have a special ability that are not owned by another athletes. They have

a willingness and great enthusiasm and that is their largest capital. So our

parameter today is Indonesian’s athlete.

Although not perfect, paralympic athletes always believe that they can do it. They

do the best for himself and maybe to his country. Of course with hard work they
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are able to even be able to exceed the ability of ordinary athletes. As evidence that

athletes with a range of physical disabilities is able to be juxtaposed with ordinary

athletes is

1. Maria Natalia Londa get a gold medal in sea games 2014. But behind its

success, Maria have an imperfection is the size of her lung is smaller than

the size of a normal lung. But she never despair

2. David Jobs, the fingers of his right hand is not perfect but he can won in

sea games 2001 and 2005.

3. Ryan Yohwari is a badminton’s athlete, he has left hand is not perfect.

From the achievement, indicating that they can not be underestimated.

Imperfection doesn’t prevent them to excel. From their achievement can we know

that they have quite superior ability when equated  other athletes. With the

holding of the olympic and paralympic games held together, of course will give a

good impact, as example athletes may be more sportive, athletes are more

motivated, athlete have more passion.

I think no harm in olympic and paralympic should be held together. Because able

or not an athletes is not views from the physical built but a great willingness to be

able to do that. In here they get equal opportunities. So, indirectly to teach other

always try and try. With this, a combination of olympic and paralympic become

an event a positive. This event have any benefits to an athletes.
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The Phonetic Transcription of Student 1
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The RP Transcription
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The Phonemic Transcription of Student 2

Good afternoon the honorable adjudicators ladies and gentlemen, I am as the

second speaker would like to say that I don’t agree if the Olympic and paralympic

should be held together because it degrade degrades paralympic athletes.  It they

compete jointly it will cause a sense of envy by paralympic athletes who have

physically disabled against Olympic athletes who extraordinary physical to

perfection. Now indeed a lot of paralympic athletes who had the higher spirit of

competition than Olympic athletes.

But if they know that they will compete with Olympic athletes, it was feared that

if they will feel envy even to lose spirit to compete. They will think that they are a

lower than the olympic athletes. They will feel pride debased and it will also

invite reproach from olympic athletes to paralympic athletes because they feel if

they are the best with their perfection physical. It could cause conflicts between

paralympic athletes with olympic athletes. With the held together of Paralympics

and Olympic also complicate they who have physically disabled to compete with

their who have perfection physical.For example when competing of marathon,

olympic athletes will run as easily use their both legs. But what about what about

those who have the physical disabilities. They would need some help to follow the

competition. For example by using a wheelchair for those who have a defect in his

legs. That would complicate their compete.

Other example, when competing of swimming. An athlete the Olympics more

freely moving with all the force they want. But other but other with paralympic
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athletes. They can only moves by certain force. But this was not as easy as

performed by olympic athletes.

Olympics and paralympics be held with the goal to know how large the spirit of

the athletes in their sports field. Doesn’t to compare the perfect physical and

defects so that better the olympic and paralympic held in pararell or don’t be held

together. If Olympics and Paralympics be held together many people think if that

just compare the physical someone. But if the Olympics not held together with

Paralympics. I’m sure that everything will be fine. There is nothing of any kind to

be worries. They will be more relaxed because compete with people who have the

same physical and it will be more viewed fair by society. No one would feel envy

and there is no body would renounces because they felt himself more perfect. So

because if the Olympics and Paralympics held jointly only causes trouble inviting

reproach and jealously it also lowered paralympic athletes who have physically

disabled. Thus, I don’t agree if the Olympics and Paralympics should be held

together.
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The Phonetic Transcription of Student 2
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The RP Transcription
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The Phonemic Transcription of Student 3

Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen and the honorable adjudicators. I am as the

third speaker from positive team would give the rebuttals from negative team. I

disagree about the second speaker from negative team, states that Not all athletes

with disabilities have equal abilities exceed of non disabled athletes, because

athletes with disabilities have ability and willingness of different. Not all sports

branches could combine athletes non disabled with athletes disabilities like race.

Of course will be a lot of considerations when the occurs. Because unlike athletes

in general, athletes with disabilities require various auxiliaries in implementing

this event but I think the athletes with disabilities feel treated normally but should

the sports branches between athletes which disabilities with athletes non

disabilities will be held wiith that sports branches athletes non disabilities. Ladies

and gentlemen we are from positive team agree to this motion. Thank you.
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The Phonetic Transcription of Student 3
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The RP Transcription
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APPENDIX II

TRANSCRIPT OF INTERVIEW

Question

You pronounced correctly the words held, second, help, large, and still many others like you

are familiar to the words. Why?

Answer

Student 1: I often heard that on English lesson class and religious preaching.

Student 2: I have the same answer as student 1 and I often hear that many times from my

English teacher.

Student 3: I have the same answer as my friends.

Question

Why do you pronounce the word can as //, and as //? Those were pronounced

differently from RP. Do you realize that?

Answer

Student 1: I did not check up in the dictionary and I thought that I was right. I also often

heard people saying the word in that way.

Student 2: I thought I was right because I often heard in English lesson people saying in that

way of pronunciation.

Student 3: I don’t feel that I was wrong because I don’t know.

Question

Do you notice that some of your words there are loss and adding of the stress as in the word

speaker and force?

Answer

Student 2: I don’t realize that because I don’t know the exact pronunciation, besides I also

don’t see the transcript in the dictionary. I was trying on my way although I didn’t see on

dictionary.
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Student 1: I often hear and use the word speaker in daily conversation as to mention the thing

or the person.

Student 3: I do not know about the stress exists in the word speaker but I feel that my

pronunciation lot tends to be Indonesian accent.

Question

Why do you pronounce the word athlete in different kinds of pronunciation? Mostly you

pronounced it into // and the rest is //.

Answer

Student 1: I feel confused in pronouncing the word athlete. But I believed that it was like I

should have said atlit like Indonesian words. So I keep constantly saying that although I felt

doubt of the right pronunciation

Student 2: I was sure that athlete pronounced in the same word of atlit in Indonesia because I

feel familiar with that word.

Student 3: I have same answer with her too.

Question

In your speech there are words which are pronounced with British and American. Do you

know the differences or you are intentionally used both accent of pronunciation?

Answer

Student 1: I was unintentionally used both pronunciations. It is because I don’t realize the

differences.

Student 2: I didn’t know because I also did not get the lesson in my English class about the

differences of English British and American.
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APPENDIX III

SURAT PERNYATAA KESEDIAN BERPARTISIPASI DALAM

PENELITIAN
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